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2012
The truth about the beginning of the end of era that has just begun but
unfortunately is about to abruptly come to a halt.

A

re you enjoying your last
years on earth? The world
is going to end in four
short years but where are the riots, where
are the bunkers, the praying, the mass
panic? The answer: the government is
hiding the facts from the public so they
can live in security for their last years.
Wait, what?
The Mayan calendar confirms it: the
world is going to end in 2012 on
December 21 st at 11: 11 AM. Why? The
ancient Mayan calendar comes to an end
on this day. Who knows what they were
predicting, certainly something that
made it not worth counting out more
time. It may even have been a date given
to them by an alien race. Unfortunately,
no ancient Mayans could be reached for
comment on this issue. Why? The
government must be hiding them. I was
doing research at my
school when I tried to ~ornographic
access a website on
Images
the mysterious 2012 theory. It was
blocked, clearly because the government
did not want me to have access to this
information. When I asked my TA, he
claimed that the website was blocked for
pornographic images. Coincidence? I
think not. The government is obviously
paying him.
What Could Happen
No one can say for sure what is going to
happen in 2012, but I can say for certain
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that something will happen; just look at
how suspicious everything is. The
question is what? There are many
possibilities, each as legitimate and
probable as the next. One possible
possibility is that an enormous asteroid
could collide with the earth. I contacted
NASA to see if
they were tracking \ Something will
any nearby
happen
asteroids. They
claimed that there weren't any. When I
Wikipedia'd NASA, I found out that
they are a government organization, and
therefore in on the conspiracy. There
could be a trillion asteroids heading for
earth this very moment. More evidence
to corroborate this can be found in the
movie, Deep Impact. In the movie Deep
Impact, in which an asteroid is about to
collide with the earth causing mass
extinction, Morgan Freeman plays the
president, a black president. Guess
who's going to be president in 2012,
Barack Obama, also a black president.
This is clearly an omen that catastrophe
is headed for the planet earth in 2012.
Another probable probability is a pole
shift. There are two ways this could
happen. One way is that the earth could
flip over, ifthis were to happen fast
enough we could all be thrown from the
surface out into space, or into a wall,
whichever gets in the way first. The
other possibility is that the earth's crust
will slide around to reverse the poles.
This would be like an earthquake but a
million times worse. Look at the
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destruction an earthquake can cause
when the tectonic plates shift only a few
inches, imagine what thousands of miles
would do. I was
We could all be
interested in this
thrown from
theory so I thought
I'd try to contact a
the surface out
colleague who
into space, or
specializes in ... uh, into a wall.
whatever field this
is, to see what he thought. "There is little
or no evidence to support any of this,"
was the response I got, and that was
when I knew, he was a part of the
conspiracy as well. The government
must have bought out all the scientists in
the nation, and possibly the world. The
only person I could trust is myself, and
myself told me that bad things are going
to happen.
The Smoking Gun
While sifting through the piles of
evidence that the end is coming I
stumbled upon something that
eliminated all doubt. I noticed that the
government kept showing up in my
research. I came
The next time you
across a
government
see a government
document
official, be sure to
labeled "Form
torch them with a
1040 U.S.
flame thrower
Individual
Income Tax Return" Apparently it was
from a mysterious government
department called the IRS. It seemed
like they were raising funds for their
imminent takeover. Then I noticed that if
you take the word 'government' and
rearrange the letters you get the words
grovent men. I realized that this must be
the name of an alien species, meaning
the government is composed of aliens!
They must have been sent here to keep
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us all in the dark until the rest of their
species could arrive. The next time you
see a government official, be sure to
torch them with a flame thrower, like in
The Thing.
What to do About It
So the question remains, what are we
going to do about all this? The events
that threaten the earth's future are
beyond anything we humans could ever
hope to control, there isn't really
anything we could do to stop our
imminent doom. Any chance that we had
of finding a solution was crushed when
the government chose to keep it quiet
which stopped people like me from
getting to work on this sooner. The only
thing we all can do is make the most of
the time we have left. Do all the things
you always wanted to do. Quit your job,
disobey the laws of society, kumbaya in
the streets, none of it will matter come
2012.
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